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INTRODUCTION

The present paper deals with the acquisition and asymptotic main

tenance of discriminative response biases, and of an observing response

that gives rise to the discriminative stimulus events on which they

are based, in the context of a two-alternative forced-choice psycho

physical task. In such a task the subject typically is presented with

a long series of discrete trials of the following format: a stimulus

is presented, usually an instance of one of two stimulus classes which

are difficult to discriminate, either by virtue of specifiable physical

similarity or by virtue of the reduced or masked conditions of stimu

lation. On each trial the subject must indicate his judgment of the

class to which the given stimulus instance belongs, after which he may

be informed whether his judgment was correct or erroneous.

Although the psychophysical situation is commonly discussed in

texts under the general heading of sensory process or perception, at

least one major contemporary theoretical development treats the psycho

physical response as the product of both a sensory and a learning

process. One form of this theory is presented by Atkinson, Bower, and

Crothers (1965), who point out the high degree of similarity between

forced-choice psychophysical procedures and probability learning, or

binary choice, experiments; the only difference between the archetypal

experimental procedures lies in the nature of the signal that initiates

each trial. Their general theoretical structure, to be discussed
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below in greater detail, can be characterized in gross terms as follows:

On some constant proportion of trials, unambiguous classification of

the stimulus item is achieved by the sensory apparatus, in which case

the subject's response is completely stimulus-determined; on the

balance of the trials, the response is determined probabilistically

on the basis of the subject's momentary response bias, which is a

function of the experienced series of successes and failures on non

detection trials and can be represented in terms of a simple linear

learning model.

Atkinson and Kinchla (1965) present data in support of the theory

from two forced-choice, two-interval auditory signal-detection experi

ments. In the first, they demonstrate the invariance of sensitivity

and predictability of bias over successively different schedules of

presentation; in the second, a number of blank trials, on which

neither interval contained a signal, was inserted into the presentation

schedule, permitting the evaluation of response bias at different

levels of sensitivity, and providing a test of the assumption that

bias learning occurs only on non-detection trials.

A major extension of the theory to a more complex experimental

setting was accomplished by Kinchla, Townsend, Yellott, and Atkinson

(1966), again within the context of two-interval auditory signal

detection. To the basic experimental paradigm they added cue events

that were partially correlated with the signal and outcome events.

They found that the theory predicted average subject statistics quite

well; independent concurrent response biases were associated with the

different cues, while sensitivity remained invariant over the cues.
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It is interesting to note that Kinchla et al. (1966) observed

concurrent differential biases at just one level of sensitivity, while

Atkinson and Kinchla (1965) sampled different sensitivity levels with-

out the formation of concurrent differential biases. It is of value

to construct an experimental situation that will permit simultaneous

observation of concurrent differential response biases at more than

one level of sensitivity, thus gaining clear empirical evaluation of

the function describing the relationship between response bias and

sensitivity (the so-called iso-bias function). This end can be

accomplished by a replication of the procedure employed by Kinchla et

al.(1966) with the additional feature of blank trials, a property of

the experiment to be reported below.

If a cued-detection task were to be constructed with blank trials

only, the experiment thus defined would be indistinguishable at a formal

and procedural level from a probabilistic discrimination learning

experiment, such as that reported by Atkinson, Bogartz, and Turner

(1959), in which cue or stimulus events are partially correlated with

the eventual terminal reinforcing event. This formal similarity

suggests a natural extension of the cued-detection setting to encompass

an aspect of discrimination learning that has received attention in

recent years; the ac~uisition of an observing response that yields

access to discriminative stimulus events. The present discussion

" •. 11reserves the term observlng response to denote observable, peripheral

responses, such as receptor orienting acts; specifically excluded from

this definition are hypothetical internal coding or filtering processes

that act to transform sensory input at or beyond the point of physical

stimulation. 3



The observing response in this sense has been investigated pri

marily in the context of the animal laboratory, notably by Wycoff

(1952) and by Kelleher (1958). A more recent investigation by

Atkinson (1961) involved human subjects in basically the same prob

abilistic discrimination task as that employed by Atkinson, Bogartz,

and Turner (1959); the task was modified by the requirement that the

subject make a two-alternative observing choice at the start of each

triaL The observing alternative that was selected by the subject on

each trial determined in part the cue that was presented on that trial.

A very general summary of the results of this study is that the ob

serving alternative that yielded the more highly predictive (outcome

correlated) subset of cue events was preferred as an increasing func

tion of the difference in predictive power, or degree of correlation

with outcome, between the cues that followed the two observing alterna

tives.

Introduction of an observing-response procedure, such as that

employed by Atkinson (1961), into a cued-detection situation poses

several questions of both empirical and theoretical interest; The

first such question is that of whether the relationship between differ

ential cue-outcome correlation and the observing choice that has been

found in simpler discrimination studies will again be found. A second

question of interest concerns the effective reinforcement for the ob

serving response in such a situation, in particular whether the ob

serving-choice probabilities will be differentially affected by de

tection and non-detection successes (by definition, all errors occur

on non-detection trials). If observing-choice learning is intimately
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connected with the learning of differential response biases, the re

sultsof Atkinson and Kinchla (1966) suggest that detection trials may

not influence the underlying observing-choice probability. Empirical

evaluation of this question can be accomplished by a comparison of

trial-to-trial observing-choice dependencies following signal trials

and following blank trials. A third question is that of whether non

differential sensitivity across differentially correlated cues is

maintained when the subject himself must partially determine the

particular cue event with which he is presented on each trial.
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A MODEL FOR FORCED-CHOICE DETECTION

This section presents in some detail an application of some of the

~salient features of the theory mentioned above, the model for

forced-choice tasks presented by Atkinson, Bower, and Crothers (1965).

The model is presented here primarily for the purpose of providing a

convenient framework for the later analysis of data rather than in

preparation for a detailed test of its adequacy; for greater detail,

the reader is referred to the discussion by Atkinson, Bower, and

Crothers (1965), and by Kinchla et al. (1966),

Responses in the forced-choice task are viewed as the product of

two mechanisms: an activation process and a decision process. Consider

an experiment in which the trials are initiated by a C~, C.
~

(i ~ 1,2,3,4), after which one of three possible stimulus events, S.
J

(j 0,1,2), is presented. The stimulus event may be one of two

possible signal forms, 81 or S2' or it may be a no-signal form, SO'

The subject makes a response, ~ (k ~ 1,2), which is followed by a

feedback event, Em (m = 1,2), indicating that the correct response for

that trial was A. Let the subscript n index individual trials.
m

The activation process for this experiment is described by the matrix

sl s2 So

Sl 0 0 1-0

A ~ S2 0 0 1-0
~

So 0 0 1

6



where the states sl' s2' and So represent hypothetical sensory

events corresponding to the unambiguous recognition of 81, 82 , or

neither, respectively. The presentation of 80 is presumed always

to give· rise to the ambiguous state sO; with constant probability a,

8
1

leads to sl' and 82 to s2' while with probability l-a,

either one leads to sO' The parameter a is assumed to be a joint

function of the physical conditions of stimulation and the processing

capacity of the nervOus system, and will be referred to as the

sensitivity level.

The decision process is presented by the matrix

A
l

A
2

sl 1 a

D. = S2 a 1
=l,n

So Pi n l-p., ~,n

Customarily, the subject is instructed to make response A
l

to

stimulus 81 and A2 to 8
2

; unambiguous perception of 81 or 8
2

From thethus will always lead directly to response A
l

or A
2

.

ambiguous sensory state, response A
l

is selected with a probability

that is the current value of the response bias associated with cue

on that trial. The response bias may differ for different cues and

C.
~

may vary from trial to trial, so that the double subscript is re~uired

for the decision matrix, in contradistinction to the activation matrix,

which is invariant over trials and thus not subscripted. A more

general case of the theory could easily be obtained by SUbscripting

7



a; however, the results presented by Kinchla et al. (1966) suggest

that the simpler version should suffice.

Experimental performance is determined by the product of the two

matrices above:

P. = S
=l,n 2

a + (l-a)Pi ,n

(1-0 )Pi ,n

(l-a)(l-p. )
l,n

0+ (l-a)(l-p. )
l,n

l-p.l,n

Since the two responses are complementary, this matrix may be completely

specified by way of the entries for response A
l

; these are:

l. Pr(Al Ic. & Sl ) = a + (l-a)p. (1)
,n l,n ,n l,n

2. Pr(Al ICi & S2 ) = (l-a)p. (2)
,n ,U ,n l,n

3. Pr(Al Ic. & So ) Pi,n (3)
,n l,n ,ll

Other quantities of interest may be specified in terms of these

probabilities. For example, the probability of response A
l

on

trial n is given by

Pr(A
l

)
,n

4 2

t:: t::
i=l j=O

[ pr(Al Ic. & S. ) Pr(C. & S. )J.
_ ,n l,n J,n l,n J,n

The conditional probability of response A
l

on trial n, given that

cue Ci is presented, is given by

8



Pr(A
l

Ic. )
,ll ~,n

2
= [;

j=O
[ pr(Allc. &S. )Pr(S. Ie. )]

,n" l,n J,n J,n 1.,n

Expressions for the probability of a correct response are somewhat more

complex; for example, the unconditional probability of a correct

response on trial n is given by

Pr(c )
n

4 2
= r: E

i=l j=l
[ pr(A . ICi & S. ) Pr( e. & S. )]

J,n ,ll J,n l,n J,n

4 2
+ L: E

i=l m=l
[ pr(A Ie. & S ) Pr( C. & Som,ll l,n O,n l,n ,n

& E )].
m,n

Similarly, the conditional probability of a correct response on trial

n, given that cue Ci is presented, is given by

[ pr(A. IC
i

& S. )
J,n ,n J,n

Pr( c IC
i

)n ,n

2
= r.

j=l

2
+ L:

m=l

Pr(S. IC
i

)]
J,n ,n

[ pr(A IC. & So ) Pr( So & E Ie. )]m,n l,n ,ll ,n m,D 1,n

For the experimental conditions specified, the receiver-operating-

characteristic, or ROC, function is defined by plotting Pr(A
l

Ic. &S2 )
,ll J.,n ,n

against Pr(Al Ic. & 8
1

). It has been demonstrated (e.g.,,ll l,n ,n

Kinchla et al., 1966) that the model outlined above implies the

following relationships:

1. If sensitivity is held constant and response bias varied, a

straight line is traced in ROC space with slope 1 and intercept a·,

this is the iso-sensitivity, or ROC, function. This relationship may

9



be expressed in the form

Pr(Al Ie. & 81 )
,ll ~}n ,u

= (J + Pr(A
l

Ie. & 82 ),u ~,n ,u
(4 )

2. If response bias is held constant and sensitivity varied, a

straight line is traced in ROC space from the point (p p ) toi,n' i,n

the point (0,1), This is the iso-bias function, which may be expressed

·in the form

Pr( A
l

Ie.· & 8
1

),u ~,n ,n
= 1 + Pr-(A

l
Ie. & 8

2
) [l-Pi,n] .

,U l,U ,U, p.
~,n ,J.

3. The points in ROC space contributed by those trials on which

8
0

is presented must fallon the main diagonal connecting point (0,0)

with point (1,1); this is an iso-sensitivity function with intercept

zero.

represent the mean asymptotic value of To obtainLet

predictions for Pi' the linear

P.
~,n

learning model utilized by Kinchla

et al. (1966) is applied:

(1 

(1 -

e)P. + e ,
~,n

e I )P.
~,n

,

if C. & So & E
l~,n ,n ,n

if e. & So & E
2 ;

~,n ,n ,n

otherwise

They proved that, if rr
i = Pr(El Ie. ),,n l,ll

where cp = e'le.

rr. + (l-rr. )cp
~ ~

, (6)

10



OBSERVING RESPONSE THEORY

Consider an experiment that incorporates the formal structure

described above and additionally requires of the subject, at the start

of each trial, that he choose one of two observing alternatives,this

choice in part determining the cue event to be presented on that trial.

No detailed formal model of the learning process associated with the

observing choice is offered at this time, for the two following

reasons:

1. The reinforcement assumption appropriate to the proposed

experimental structure is by no means clear on an ~ priori basis)

relative contribution of detection and non-detection trials to ob

serving choice probability is a matter for empirical determination.

2. Expressions for even the simplest learning models, such as

the linear model, grow quite complex for this experimental procedure,

in particular because of the two distinct responses required of the

subject and the non-independence between the two. Simple, closed

expressions for either sequential or asymptotic mean probabilities in

this experimental situation are not available for the observing choice.

It is probable that computer simulation will lead to a resolution of

this difficulty; at present, it is hoped that the sequential and

asymptotic relationships to be observed will suggest an appropriate

learning system which can then be tested in detail by means of such

simulation.

11



AN OBSERVING RESPONSE EXPERIMENT

WITH A CUED PSYCHOPHYSICAL TASK

Experimental Design

The present experiment had the following formal trial structure,

illustrated in tree diagram form in Figure 1, The subject first was

re~uired to make a forced-choice observing response, 0h (h = 1,2),

after which he was presented with a cue event, C. (i = 1,2,3,4),
l

Following tachistoscopic exposure of a stimulus, S. (j = 0,1,2), he
J

was required to make a forced-choice psychophysical decision, ~

(k = 1,2). Each trial was terminated by a feedback event, E
m

(m = 1,2), confirming or infirming the 1)< response.

The displays took the general form of the letter "X"; the sub-

ject was required to decide which pair of angles of each figure was

wider, those at the sides of the "x" ( )choice Al or those at the

top and bottom (choice A2 ). In this respect the experiment corre

sponded to a traditional two-alternative, forced-choice detection task.

Throughout the experiment, except for practice trials, half of

the figures that were presented contained exact right angles; these are

characterized as no-signal, type 8
0

displays. One-quarter of the

displays were slightly wider at the sides (type 8
1

), and the remaining

quarter were equivalently wider at the top and bottom (type S2)'

There were two possible feedback events: type El invariably

followed the presentation of an 81
display, and type E

2
always

followed an 82
display. Type So displays were followed equally

often by El and E2 overall.

12



START

Figure 1. Possible Event Sequences and Their
Probabilities on Trial n.
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Four possible cue events were included: C
3

and C4 were

"irrelevant" cues, as they were both followed with equal frequency by

sequences, The conditionalSo ...., El , Sl ...., El , So ...., E2 , and S2"'" E2

probability of an El event given cue C
i

is represented as ll, '
l

In the present design, 112 = 1 - lll' and 113 = 114 = ,50, Cues Cl and

C
2

were "relevant"; with probability lll' C
l

was followed by E
l

,

preceded equally often by So and Sl; with probability (1-1l2) = lll'

C2 was followed by E
2

, preceded equally often by So and S2'

Two observing alternatives were permitted: 01 was followed with

equal frequency by

quency by C
3

and

C
l

and C2 , and 02 was followed with equal fre

C
4

• By this definition, 0
1

is the observing

response that produces the relevant cues,

Three experimental groups were formed, differing only in the

value of III (and thus 1(2)' which was constant throughout the experi

ment within each group, For the 70 Group, III = ,70, for the 80 Group,

III = ,80; for the 90 Group, III = ·90.

Apparatus

The experimental apparatus employed was an automated two-field

dual tachistoscope at the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the

Social Sciences, Stanford University. The display terminus of

the apparatus was located in a sound-proofed, air-conditioned room.

It appeared as a wooden box 5 ft. 7 in. long, 4 ft. 1 in. wide,

and 2 ft. 4 in. high, standing on four 8 in. legs on a table, At each

of the two ends was a subject station, formed by a recess 8 in.

wide and 10 in, deep, the full height of the box, In this recess was a

panel containing a ground-glass rear-projection screen, 8 in. wide

14



and 6.75 in. high, centered vertically. Behind the screen was a black

metal plate bearing six lights and a large circular aperture, none of

which was visible unless illuminated. A plastic eyepiece was mounted

flush with the outer face of the box, 10 i.n, in front of the screen,

aligned in height with the circular aperture. Below each observation

station was suspended a response panel, at lap height, 12 in, wide and

10 in. deep. This bore two arrays of four adjacent rectangular buttons,

each of which was 1 in. by 7/8 in.; one array was arranged vertically and

one horizontally. The configurations of the screen and response panel

are illustrated in Figure 2.

Displays were projected onto the screen through t:he large aperture,

providing an illuminated circle 2 1/16 in. in diameter. Stimuli were

displayed by a random-access slide projector (Spindler & Sauppe model

SLX-750) modified to mount a special light source (Sylvania electronic

tube #R1l31C) characterized by rise time within 0.05 msec. and decay time

within 0.025 msec. A second projector, optically identical to the first

but holding a single slide, served to illuminate the screen between stim

ulus exposures. Both projectors were concealed withi" the display box.

Brightness determinations, made with a Macbeth Illuminometer, for the

primary (stimulus) and secondary fields were 2,3 and ).6 apparent foot

candles for observation station #l,and 106 and 1.4 apparent: foot-candles

for station #2.

On both response panels, the upper two of the four buttons arrayed

vertically on the left were used as the observing choice and the lower

two were masked off; assignment of the pair members as 01 02 was ran

domized over subjects within each group. Of the .four buttons arrayed

15
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horizontally on the right, two outer adjacent ones Were used as ~,A2

and the other two were masked off, At station #1 the right pair was em

ployed, with the rightmost serving as Al ; at station #2 the left pair

was employed, with the leftmost serving as A
l

" These response buttons

were labeled with exaggerated forms of the 81,82 displays,

The two o~ter of the six peripheral lights behind the screen served

to provide information feedback, El or E2 , They appeared as yellow

1/4 i.n, circles containing a black slash which was vertical for El ,

horiZOntal for E2 , The right/left position of El and E2 on the

screen corresponded at each station to the right-left assignment of ~

and A2 on the response panel, At both stations, the four inner lights

appeared as 3/16 in, circles that were colored, from left to right, blue

green, orange, light green, and red, roughlyuatched for apparent bright

ness, They were functionally ordered Cl , C
3
, Cli! c2 across the screen,

with eel on the side corresponding to Al and El ,

Each subject station was e<;[ui.pped with an intercom unit connected

with a master unit in the control room,

The control system of the apparatus was located in an adjacent room,

Visually and acoustically isolated from the display room. Input of pro

gram variables was handled by a Teletype model BRPE high-speed paper-tape

reader; data output was accomplished by a Teletype model 55 page printer

e<;[uipped with a tape perforator. Trial logic, timing, storage, and con

trol functions were accomplished by a system of components designed and

manufactured by Iconix Incorporated, of Menlo Park, California.

Programmed variables for the present experiment included the slide to be

shown, the feedback alternative, and the cue lights to follow an 01 or

17



an O2 choice. While all three were the same on each trial for both

subject stations, the particular cue alternative of the possible pair was

determined separately for each station on the basis of the observing

alternative selected.

Event timing was accomplished by gating a pulse from the system

timebase to appropriate storage and logic elements at presettable points;

the timebase counted in units of 1 msec. The se~uence of events defining

one trial throughout the main body of the experiment was as follows: At

the start of each trial, the tape reader was advanced and the program

variables for that trial entered into storage (.16 sec.). The projector

began its advance to the selected slide, and the observing choice buttons

were enabled, while the system timebase halted at a count of 60 msec. As

each subject made his observing choice, the appropriate cue light was

immediately turned on; when both subjects had made their observing choice,

the timebase was restarted. In the event that a single subject was run

ning alone, the timebase was restarted immediately following his observing

choice. When the count reached 1500 msec., a warning click was fed to

the intercom units! at a count of 2000 msee., the secondary projector was

turned off and the primary projector turned on; at 2015 msec. the stimulus

was turned off and the secondary field restored. Stimulus turn-on was

coincident with the enabling of the psychophysical choice keys and the

start of a latency counter for each of the two stations. This response

allowed period was terminated at a count of 4000 msec., 2 seconds after

initiation. At this point the feedback light was turned on, and responses

would no longer be accepted by the system. When the count reached 6100

msec. the feedback and cue lights were extinguished, the timebase reset

18



to zero, and the tape reader advanced for the next triaL Type- and

punch-out of data by the page printer was commenced during the cycle and

terminated immediately before the end of the trial,

Projector selecti.m] t.ime averaged L 2 sec 0 and provided no con~

sistent auditory cue to the ·':.ype of slide selected. ThIs rapid

selection eime was accompli. shed by loading a 48- slide magazine witb

16 groups of 3 adjacent slides, each group contai.ning one each of

the three stimulus types: Tbe projector always advanced to 1ehe next

(closest) slide of t·he selected type,

Practice trials were similar t.o the format described above with

the following exceptions: no observing choice was required, no cue

light was given, tbe timebase was allowed to run continuoUBly, and

exposure duration was varied. One trial und.er practice conditions

thus required exactly 6,1 sec,; wi.T,h the full experimental procedure,

each trial required this length of time plus the extra time required

for one or two subjects to complete the observing choIce at the start

of the triaL

Stimulus Materials
l

The basic form of the displays was that of a letter "X" .• composed

I
The stimulus materials were gener81.ed in cooperation with Richard M.
Rose, a Postdoctoral Fel101; at the Institute for Mathematical Studi.es
in the Social Sciences, The materials had. been successfully employed
by Dr, Rose and. the author h: some unpubli.shed studies of probability
learning in a si.mulatea psychcjC'h;,'sical setting, Witb subjects from
the same population as those in the present study, the Sl and S2
figures were found to be perfect1.y discriminable at longer exposure
intervals (e ,g, .50 msec 0) after a small amount of practice. At
shorter exposure intervals, on the order of that employed in the
present stUdy, introd"uction of the So figures was undetected.
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of two line segments intersecting at their midpoints. The no-signal

It It 4 °8
0

figure was formed by aligning the sides of the X at exact 5

angles to the horizontal, SO that the angles of intersection were all

90°. The 8
1

and 8
2

figures were formed by rotating both segments

1° in opposite directions about the point of intersection, so that the

resultant "X" included angles of 88° and 92°. Type 81 was arbi

trarily assigned as the figure with the lesser angles at the top and

bottom, type 8
2

as that with the wider angles at the top and bottom.

The displays were generated by photographing white materials on

a black background with 35 mm. high-contrast black and white copy

film, which was developed and then mounted directly as slides. They

thus appeared as black figures against a bright background. In all,

48 slides were used, 16 copies of each of the three stimulus types.

On each slide the "X" was centered within the limits of attainable

accuracy. No systematic positional displacement as a function of

slide type was observed, nor could any possible iaentifying marks on

individual slides be detected.

The projected size of the figures was such that the line segments

appeared 5/8 in. long and 1/16 in. thick. The overall height and

width of the figures varied slightly with the type; the 8
0

slides

were approximately 7/16 in. square overall. At a viewing distance

of 11 in., this figure would subtend a visual angle of approximately

2°18' .

8ub,iects

Fifty Subjects were obtained through the student employment
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office at Stanford University. They ranged from freshmen to graduate

students (none of the latter in psychology or statistics) and student

wives. All were loosely screened on the basis of normal visual acuity,

with or without correction.

The subjects were paid a basic amount of $7.50 for the experi

mental series, plus a $2.00 bonus, ostensibly for maintaining a reason

able level of performance throughout the series. They were urgently

requested not to discuss the experiment with any potential subjects.

Assignment of individual subjects to the experimental groups was

random within the restriction that each group contain at least 16

members. Within each group, equal numbers were randomly assigned to

the two subject stations of the apparatus; these assignments were

maintained throughout the experiment.

Procedure

Each subject was run for a total of five sessions, with one

exception; this subject was terminated after four sessions because of

apparatus failure. The sessions were conducted on consecutive days

whenever possible, and in no case were they allowed to spread over

more than six days.

At the start of the first session, each subject was seated at

the assigned apparatus station and asked to adjust the height of his

chair so that he could view the screen through the eyepiece without

strain. The basic instructions, included in Appendix A, were then

read. They emphasized the psychophysical nature of the experiment,
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that orr'each trial the subject was to make a judgment, as rapidly

and accurately as possible, as to which of two alternative forms of

II II •the letter X was presented. It was suggested, but not reqUlred,

that responses be made with one finger, which was to be rested on a

dividing strip between the t\W response buttons between responses.

The observing choice and. cue lights were not mentioned at this time.

Any questions were answered by repeating the relevant section of the

instructions.

When it was clear that the subjects understood the nature of the

task, the room light was adjusted to a low level of illumination,

unmeasurably low on the screens but providing 0.009 and 0.065 foot-

candles on the two response panels, as determined by a Macbeth

Illuminometer. The experimenter left the room and allowed five minutes

for adaptation, after which a verbal warning was delivered over the

intercom and the apparatus started. Two blocks of 40 trials each

were run, each containing a randomized sequence of 20 8
1

and 20 8
2

slides. For the first block the stimulus exposure d.uration was set

at 100 msec.; for the second block the setting was reduced without

interruption or warning to the final value of 15 msec.

At the end of the 80-,trial block, the experimenter stopped the

apparatus, re-entered the display l'oom, and read the augmented

instructions covering the observing choice and cue lights. Room

lights were then completely extinguished, and two 80-·trial blocks of

the format described below were run; this completed the first session.
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taining the sequences So ~El' Sl ~El' So ~E2' and

appeared 20 times, For each of these trial types, an

"

On each of the remaining four sessions, subjects were seated at

the apparatus, allowed five minutes for adaptation to the totally

darkened room, and then run for five of the standard 80-trial blocks,

Since the pace of the trials was subject-controlled, no formal rest

periods were given,

Trials were randomized witb.in blocks of 80, in which trials con-

~~~ ~h

02 observing

choice would be followed on 10 trials by C and on 10 trials by C
4

;
3

0
1

would be followed by the cue appropriate to the eventual feedback

alternative on a proportion of trials that was exactly rr, that is, on

14, 16, or 18 of the 20 trials for the different groups. The run

distribution of trial types within an 80-trial block was unconstrained;

a permutational scheme of randomization was employed to maintain the

exact frequencies. The program tapes were generated by a Digital PDP-l

computer, using a program developed by Dr. Leo Keller of the Institute

for Mathematical Studies in tb.e Social Sciences. Different tapes,

hence different randomizations, were employed for each experimental

session run"
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RESULTS

Figure 3 illustrates the course of the observing choice throughout

the experiment, in successive blocks of 80 trials, Figure 4 illustrates

the development of the dependencies bet1<een C.
l

and A.
J

on so trials,

over the same period. On the basis of these figures, the last 13 blocks

(representing a total of 1040 trials for each sUb,jed) were arbitrarily

designated as asy-mptotic 0 For all data presented as asymptotic, mean

scores were obtained for each subject by summing numerators and denomi-

nators over the final 13 blocks, effectively weighting proportions for

each block by their frequency of observation within the block.

In presentations of group data, whetber for single blocks or for

the asymptotic period, all subj ects were entered with equal weight into

the group mean for a particular score except in cases when an arbitrary

criterion of 10 observations for each subject was not met; subjects with

fewer than this criterial number of observations on a particular measure

were not entered into the group mean for that measure.

Of the 50 subjects that were run, 2 are not included in the present

analysis, both from the 90 Group. Of these, one failed to make a single

01 choice throughout the entire COurse of the experiment; the other was

randomly discarded without inspection so as to provide equal numbers of

subjects in eacb of tbe counterbalanced conditions.

Observing Cboice Data

Differences between groups witb respect to ttoe proportion of 01

cboices are not readily apparent from Figure 3; Table 1 presents asymptotic
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Ta'ble 1

Asymptotic Observing Choice Data by Group

70 Group 80 Group

~

+' 0""
OJ 0""

OJ

" ~ 0 ~ 0

• 0'"
~ ""~ " " " 0 Q ".g

<J::
~ <IU] <J:: <J:: <J:: <J:: <J::

Q

<J::

~

0""

<J::

90 Group

~

0""
OJ

0

Q " "
<J:: <J:: <J::

f\)
-.:J

1 .518 ·575 .603 .589 ·732 .803 .476 ·716 .450 .814 .556 .620

2 .595 ·589 .500 ·552 ·966 .777 .516 .769 .141 .705 .682 .685

3 .126 ·538 .562 ·559 .992 .775 .625 .774 .996 .896 .000 .892

4 ·964 ·704 .441 .695 ·533 .586 ·585 .585 .440 .886 .598 .725'

5 .672 ·568 .468 .536 .486 ·732 ·575 .652 .417 .857 .654 .738

6 .658 .689 .654 .665 .291 .626 .620 .622 .412 .860 .658 .741

7 .906 .708 .667 .704 .467 .696 .635 .663 .949 ·722 .623 ·717

8 .485 ·751, .606 .676 .488 .767 .613 .688 ·361 .850 .668 ·734

9 , ·795 .633 .617 .629 .438 .802 .605 .691 .648 .875 .603 ·779

10 .608 ·595 .622 .606 .769 .745 .603 ·712 .401 .817 .573 .671

11 .866 .668 .611 .660 .678 ·794 .497 .698 .427 .886 ·567 .703

12 .994 ·712 .667 ·712 .851 .738 .463 .697 1.000 .878 .--- .878

13 .563 .616 .547 .586 .679 ·720 ·566 .671 .455 ·780 .708 ·741

14 .990 ·715 .600 ·714 .815 .790 .576 .751 .994 .875 .333 .872

15 .642 .637 .659 .645 .912 .774 .560 ·755 .514 .786 ·580 .686

16 .829 ·704 .650 .695 .470 .664 .635 .649 .758 .873 ·592 .805

Mean .701 .650 .592 .639 .660 .737 ·572 .693 .585 .835 .560 .749



means for individuals and groups on this measure and for the proportion

""-
of correct responses following the °1 choice ;; pr(clo

l
), the proportion

.A
of correct responses following the °2 choice:> pr(cI0

2
), and the overall

A
proportion of correct responses~ Pr(c). These data are summarized in

Figure 5. On inspection, it appears that the proportion of 0
1

choices

decreases as increases, a relationship opposite from that antici-

pated. Analysis of variance over the three groups on this measure does

not reveal a .significant overall difference (F' < La). However, the

data were fit in fre~uency form by the best zero-slope linear estimate

(corresponding to by means of the least chi-s~uare

criterion, and a chi-s~uare 'was computed with df = 2. They were also

fit with a least-s~uares regression estimate (slope = - .517, constant

= 1.063), and a chi-s~uare was computed from these expected values with

df = L The difference between these chi-s~uares, itself chi-s~uare

distributed with 1 df, was 107.49 (p < .001). This significance of

non-zero slope reflects the degree of ordering of the three groups.

The fre~uency distributions on which these means are based are

illustrated in Figure 6. It appears that the point of greatest differ-

ential between the groups is in the middle range, composed of those sub-

jects making the 0
1

and O
2

choice with roughly e~ual fre~uency. The

three groups are ordered at this point; the 90 Group has the largest

number of sub,j ects exhibiting no strong preference for either observing

alternative, and the 70 Group has the fewest number of subjects in this

category. This relationship is inverted for those classifications

involving higher proportions of 0
1

choices; the 70 Group exhibits the

greatest number of subjects 'wi th a moderate or strong preference for 01'

while the 90 Group has the fewest number of these subjects.
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Type Ss
trials are to be defined as those on which a "signal" .

stimulus, S
1

or was presented, while type trials are those

on which the So figure was presented. Table 2 gives asymptotic mean

proportions of perseveration of the observing choice following trials of

type Ss
and of type There are no apparent consistent differences

between the two trial types. Surprisingly enough, there likewise seems

to be little difference between the effect of a correct and of an error

trial. There is some suggestion that, on type S trials 5 perseveration
s

choice

on O
2

is more likely to follow an error than a success, although vir-

tually any simple learning-theoretical predictions for this statistic

would be in the opposite direction, to the effect that per severation

should be expected to be greater following successes than following errors.

In all, there are 12 trial classifications which can be broken down into

success and error trials; of these, only 4 go in the predicted direction,

with greater per severation following successes.

The proportion of correct responses following the 01

increases significantly with the increasing values of rt l , t-tests between

adjacent means yield estimates of P < ,001. The groups do not differ in

the proportion of correct responses following the

on the largest difference results in an estimate of

a choice (a t-test
2

p> ,10). These

results give positive indication that the subjects were able to utilize

the cue information to increase their proportions of correct responses.

The differences in overaTl proportions of correct responses are statis-

tically significant; a t-test on the closer adjacent pair yields an

estimate of P < .001.
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Table 2

Trial-to-Trial Perseveration of Observing Choices

Following Presentation of

Signal (Ss) and No-signal (SO) Figures

pr(Oh,n+lioh,n)

70 Group 80 Group 90 Group

Trial n: S 80 8 80 8 80s s s

°1: Corr, ,904 .893 .820 .789 .815 .812

Err, .906 .904 .785 .796 .802 .812

°2: Corr. ·790 ,799 ,665 .695 ·721 ,783

Err. .851 .776 ,696 ,665 ,796 ·793
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choice

Response-Cue Dependencies, So Trials

The two irrelevant cues, C
3

and C4 ' that follow the O2

will be denoted as a pair by the symbol CI ; the two relevant cues, Cl

and C2 ' will be referenced as a pair by the symbol CR' For the analysis

that follows, data from the two irrelevant cues will be lumped together

for simplicity, as the outcome schedules for the two are identical.

Figure 4 illustrated the development of response dependencies on

the two relevant cues on So trials. For individuals, each point in

such a plot would be based on a fraction of the 40 So trials contained

in each of the successive 80-trial blocks that was determined in part by

the number of those trials on which he made the 0
1

choice. Asymptotic

'"mean values of Pr(Allc. & S.) are presented for individuals in Table 3
1 J

and for the three group means in Table 4.

Figure 4 suggests that the overall proportion of A
l

responses may

A
exceed .50; for each group, pr(A1lCl & So) appears higher than

Fi-(A2IC2 & So). Computation of overall proportion of Al responses

yields values of .554, .567, and .551 for the three groups. These propor-

tions do not differ significantly, as a t-test on the largest difference

leads to an estimate of P> .10. The observed asymmetry in response

bias in favor of A
l

is typical of individual subjects, as it is exhibited

by all but 10,distributed evenly through the three groups.

Because of the overall preference for AI' it is convenient to

analyze these asymptotic data in terms of the proportions of dominant

responses to relevant cues, symbolized henceforth as A*. The dominant

response to is AI' and that to is There is no convenient

defintion of A* for the irrelevant cues, as there should be no dominant
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Table 3a

Ind.ividual Bias and Sensitivity Estimates

and Observed and Predicted (Model 1) Response Proportions: 70 Group

Pr(Al lc
i

& 81) Pr(Al iC
i

& 82) pr(Al lc
i

& 80)
Bias

A A • Cue Est. Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred.Sub. "R crr 'I'

1 .679 .798 .837 .488 .634 ·774 ·795
1 .202 .300 .601 2 .365 .. 438 ·535 .347 .332 .475 .416

3&4 .618 .734 ·737 .432 .438 .631 .625
1 ·545 .670 .749 .400 ·519 .646 .674

2 .230 .031 1.129 2 .407 .524 .442 .333 .212 ·533 .275
3&4 .487 ·501 .486 .. 474 .455 .476 .470
1 .491 .556 .847 .429 .727 ·529 .826

3 .120 .281 .491 2 ·591 .636 ·530 .524 .410 ·533 ,466
3&4 .672 .763 •. 763 .484 .482 .673 .671
1 .985 .981 .772 .875 .655 .968 .742

4 .117 .152 .813 2 .056 .172 .422 .043 .305 .095 .345
3&4 .635 ·563 .620 .667 .468 .~58 ·552
1 .586 ·719 .722 .421 .534 • 06 .658

5 .189 .060 1.215 2 .469 ·510 .400 .440 .212 .465 .261
3&4 .584 .615 . 484 .4§2 .. .424 .457 .451
1 .876 .916 .916 .3 6 .318 .713 .790

6 .598 .614 .619 2 .312 ·760 .763 .088 .164 .443 .409
3&4 .538 .821 .852 .208 .239. .623 .618
1 .996 ·952 .928 ·770 . 657 ·930 .902

7 .272 .402 .254 2 .211 .469 .729 .110 .457 .299 .628
3&4 .715 .833 .879. .424 .477 .798 .797
1 .769 .904 .871 .323 .292 .731 .694

8 .580 .402 1.028 2 .173 .652 .703 .073 .124 .156 .294
3&4 .516 .708 .697 .310 •29a ·500 .493
1 .487 .804 .885 .183 .35 .574 .755

9 ·532 .420 ·756 2 . 475 .707 .701 .270 .169 . .581 .362
3&4 .621 .780 .750 .360 .330 ·571 . ·569
1 .825 ·920 .887 .447 .451 .783 .800

10 .436 .506 .585 2 .546 .725 .674 .327 .239 ·534 .423
3&4 .784 .894 .818 .387 .312 .635 •.631
1 ·577 .832 .871 .231 .277 ·590 .683

11 ·594 .411 1.083 2 .423 .763 .709 .175 .115 .483 .283
3&4 ·577 .758 .694 .332 .282 ·500 .480
1 .984 .967 ..... _- .359 .873

12 .663 2 .425 .833 .--- .116 .--- .518
3&4 .000 ·--- ...- ...
1 .663 .686 .705 .564 .469 .600 .614

13 .235 .242 1.467 2 .334 ·545 .408 .200 .173 .317 .226
3&4 .368 ·522 .549 .279 .307 .425 .405
1 .777 .933 · --- .372 . .- ... .797

14 .451 2 .073 .436 ·--- .096 .248
3&4 .625 . --'-
1 .691 .908 .961 .250 .357 .737 .907

15 .586 .536 .240 2 .780 .870 .851 .362 .265 .682 .641
3&4 .760 .887 ·910 .355 .374 ..807 .807
1 ·571 .827 ·910 .230 .309 .697 ·775

16 .601 .594 .678 2 .055 .625 .756 .020 .155 ·311 .387
3&4 .680 .870 .836 .276 .242 ·597 .596
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Table 3b

Individual Bias and Sensitivity Estimates

and Observed and Predicted (Modell) Response Proportions: 80 Group

Pr(A1.1 C
i

& sl) pr(A1 lC
i

& S2) pr(A1lc i & so)

B·ias
Sub.

A ijJ Cue Est. Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred.oR or
1 .925 .953 .825 .744 .646 .949 .786

1 .179 .178 L086 2 .059 ..212 .332 .065 .154 .134 .187
3&4 .516 .602 ·572 .424 ·394 .490 .479
1 .948 .966 .547 .892 .504 .956 .526

2 .043 .481 3.600 2 .043 .068 .105 .057 .062 .103 .065
3&4 .982 LOOO .594 ·500 .113 .299 .217

1 LOOO ·990 LOOO .938
3 .037 2 .082 .140 .056 .098

3&4 .250 .--- .---
1 .691 .809 .939 .444 .602 .770 .908

4 .337 .365 .408 2 .668 .767 .589 .456 .252 .718 .380
3&4 .720 .823 .816 .457 .451 ·711 ·710
1 .826 ·929 .926 .464 ·530 .718 .877

5 .396 .421 .561 2 .277 ·522 .582 .208 .186 .319 .308
3&4 .643 ·796 .792 .370 .371 .644 .641
1 .631 .758 .901 .417 .567 .756 .851

6 .334 .554 .698 2 .460 .636 ·510 .310 .176 .603 .264
3&4- ·573 .810 .816 .255 .263 .589 .589
1 .774 .869 .902 ·500 ·575 .727 .854

7 .327 ·530 .682 2 .183 .429 ·507 .145 .181 .316 .268
3&4 .578 .803 .810 .270 .279 ·599 .594
1 .831 .881 ·927 .556 .587 .805 .890

8 .340 ·509 .494 2 .281 ·533 ·562 .178 .222 .292 .336
3&4 .640 .811 .838 .327 .329 .672 .669
1 LOOO .939 ·913 .826 .727 ·937 .893

9 .187 ·501 .478 2 .062 .250 .466 .037 .279 .119 .343
3&4 .793 .897 .839 .395 .337 .689 .677
1 LOOO .975 .942 .615 .453 .908 .887

. 10 .489 .475 ·512 2 .451 ·784 .657 .166 .168 .301 .328
3&4 .635 .808 .822 .334 .347 .663 .662
1 LOOO .979 .906 LOOO .878 .965 ·903

11 .028 .000 .430 2 .097 .148 .385 .069 .358 .025 .368
3&4 .695 .692 .699 .698 .699 .708 .699
1 .825 .862 .908 .615 .643 .829 .874

12 .264 .000 ·574 2 .115 .357 .487 .075 .223 .209 .304
3&4 .545 ·519 .635 ·571 .635 .636 .635
1 .937 ·970 ·937 .808 .735 .933 ·921

13 .201 .273 .344 2 .369 .514 ·537 .276 .336 .337 .421
3&4 .778 .841 .814 ·563 ·541 .759 .744
1 .961 .932 .734 .897 .688 .971 .721

14 .046 .279 L546 2 LOOO .025 .179 .018 .133 .046 .139
3&4 .431 ·592 .562 .309 .283 .419 ·393
1 ·999 .976 .919 .833 '730 .943 .900

15 .189 .248 .447 2 .150 .333 .480 .099 .291 .113 .359
3&4 .580 .683 .768 .437 ·520 .701 .691
1 ·535 .889 .953 .133 .267 .782 .851

16 .687 .657 .702 2 .354 .765 .769 .144 .082 .400 .263
3&4 .354 .749 .858 .151 .202 ·590 .588
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Table 3c

Individual Bias and Sensitivity Estimates

and Observed and Predicted (Model 1) Response Proportions g 90 Group

Pr(Al lc i & Sl) Pr(A
l lc i & 82) pr(A

l
lC

i
&80)

A A
B,ias

Sub. oR or 'P Cue Est. Cbs. Pred. CbB. Pred. Obs. Pred.

1 .966 .931 .947 1.000 ':9
'
17 ·925 .947

1 .000 .144 ·500 ' 2 .072 " .000 .182 .144 .182 .121 .182
3&4 .689 .7YJ .715 .586 ,·570 .667 .667
i .45' .914 :981 .000 .205 .456 .93'>

2 .782 .697 ·592 2 .YJ5 .750 .816 .188 .034 .567 .158
3&4 .693 ·907 .887 .219, .190 .628 .628
1 1.000 .995 ........ 1.000 .--- .983 .....-

3 .039 ......... ."-- 2 .027 .087 ,--" .005 ,'--- .021
3&4 '500 ·...- ... ·.. - ... · ...._- .......
1 1.000 1.000 .896 1.0'60 .890 /957 .896

4 .000 .413 1.116 2 .015 .000 .091 .029 .091 .017 .091
3&4 .363 .626 .690 .214, .278 .4p ,413
'I ·971 .94, .964 1.000 .964 .9 0 .964

5 .000 .625 .957 2 .005 .000 .104 .010 .104 .047 .104
3&4 ·551 .832 .817 .207 .1.91 ' ·§1;; .511,
1 1.000 .990 .91' Looo .831 • 40 .9ti~

6 .082 .667 .946 2 .070 .200 .178 .011 .097 .190 .105
3&4 .581, .861 .838 .193 .171 ·515 .514
1 .910 .9fl3 .~67 .;;42 .534 '758 .941

7 .433 ·519 ·563 2 .320 .640 .526 .156 .094 .526 :165
3&4 .792" '.900 .827 , .381 .308 '941 .640
1 ,~O5 .976 .952 .600 .663 .937 .~

8 .289 .634 .647 2 .054 .286 .393 .080 .104 .158 .147
3&4 .640 .869 .856 , .233 .222 .608 .6Q7
1 .96'1 .980 .~5~ .688 .646 .919 .964

9 .286 .436 .952 2 .042 .313 .%0 .033 ;075 .094 .105
3&4 .416 .670 .725 .235 .289 .524 'i12
1 .944 .919' ' .937 ..909 .937 .957 .';'

10 .000 .306 .607 2 ,.410 .333 .155 .487 ,155 .627 .155
3&4 :666 .768 .738 .462 .432 .622, .622
1 1.000 1.000 .924 1.0DO .924 .982 .'i!l4

. 11 .000 .194 .742 2 .006 .000 .130 .013 .130 .039 .130
3&4 ·570 .653 .6;;7 .460 .463 .578 .574
1 .998 1.000 · -'-- . :846 .--- .969

12 .150 2 .053 .192 .047 .081
3&4 .000 ·- ..- ·"'-- ·.-.~-

1 1.000 .946 .956 .875 .749 .874 .944
13 .207 .684 ·530 2 .289 ·500 .344 .165 .138 .425 .173

3&4 .752 .920 .891 ,.240 .206 .656 .654
1 .978 .991 .962 .9138

14 .004 2 .009 .000 .022 .039
3&4 .375 · ... -- ·..... - , . · -,..- ,:g~oi .868 .942 .924 .667 .751 .908

15 .174 .403 .908 2 .040 .154 .264 .086 .0.90 .318 .109
3&4 .487 .695 .716 ,.,289 ·313 , .534, .524
1 1.000 .978 .962 .813 .'730 .955 .950

16 .23. .485 .473 2 .117 .353 .378 .OW .146 .098 .190
3gl+- .755 .873 , .835 .390 .350 .M9 .679,
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Table 4

Average Asymptotic Sensitivity and Bias Estimates,

and Response Proportions by Group

A
Bias .A. ~ /'.A

pr(~ICi& Sl) pr(Al lci &S2) Pr(Al lCi& So)Group OR ° Cue Est.
I

70 Group .400 .328 1 ·719 .836 .420 ·722
2 .356 .604 .220 .417

3&4 .574 ·732 .389 .589
'-"
0-.,

80 Group .255 .342 1. .877 .924 .672 .871
2 .228 .405 .147 .258

3&4 .607 ·762 .404 .61.1

90 Group .167 .414 1 .941 ·972 .806 .897
2 .120 .238 .096 .210

3&4 .552 ·793 .315 .588



response to these cues. If A* is arbitrarily defined for the irrelevant

cues as

it is found that the observed values are virtually identical for the

three groups, for both 8
s

and trials, averaging .520 overall. The

expected values are all .500, since the overall response bias to A
l

is

averaged out in this statistic, and the outcome schedule associated with

each of the two cues is strictly symmetric. The departure of the observed

values from the expectation of .500 may perhaps result from the physical

arrangements of the experimental situation; by the definition given in

Equation 7, A* for the irrelevant cues is the response that is physically

located in the same left/right orientation on the response panel as that

of the physical cue light on the screen; also, C
3

is physically adja

cent to C
l

, and C
4

is adjacent to C
2

, It is thus possible that the

irrelevant cues are receiving some slight generalization of response bias

from the two relevant cues.

Asymptotic A* data for the relevant cues are presented in Table 5.

Tne predicted values were obtained in the following fashion: algebraic

manipulation of Equation 6 leads to an estimator of ~ that is based on

A
the observed asymptotic values of pr(AllCi & 8

0
):

, (8)

while, from Equation 3, pr(Allci & 80 ) = Pi 0 In the instance of the

two irrelevant cues, with rt = .5, Equation 8 reduces to the case of
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Table 5

Asymptotic Proportions Of Dominant Responses (A*)l

To Relevant Cues: Means For Entire Groups (Obs.l)

And For Predictable (Modell) SUbjects Only (Obs.2) .

70 Grp. 80 Grp.

Pr(A*IS ): Obs.l .691 .845s

Obs .2 .678 .828

Pred. .708 ·782

pr(A*ISo): Obs.l .651 .809

Obs.2 .642 ·797

Pred. .670 .778

A* Bias Est.: (Obs.l) .681 .824

(Obs.2) .662 .778



1 - P
icp = --0,,-'::'P.

1

A

For each subject, an estimate, cp ,was obtained by substituting into

Equation 9 the observed values of

and then averaging the two estimates thus obtained. There ·were in all

6 subjects with fewer than the criterial 10 observations for these data

points; estimation for them could not be accomplished by the above method.

The individual estimates of cp were substituted into Equation 6, for each

of the cues for each subject. The means of these predicted values are

presented in A* form in Table 5, along with the means of observed values

of those subjects for whom estimation and prediction were feasible. The

fit for So trials is at best merely passable; the theory seems to sub

stantially over-predict for the 70 Group and especially for the 90 Group,

while slightly underpredicting for the 80 Group. This phenomenon of

undershooting the predicted probability-matching values is a definite

anomoly; it has almost invariably been found in probability-learning

studies that deviations from probability matching occur in the direction

of maximization of correct responses by overshooting the matching value.

(For a discussion of the conditions under which sucb deviation typically

is found, see Estes, 1964.) When the subjects ars considered individually,

it is found that only 4 from the 70 Group and 9 each from the 80 Group

and 90 Group deviate from their predicted value in the direction of

maximization"
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Sensitivity and Bias

Asymptotic values of ~(AIICi & Sj) were presented in Tables 3 and

4, It is convenient to summarize these data by plotting the appropriate

points in ROC (receiver-operating-characteristic) space, defined by

Pr(Allci & \) on the ordinate and Pr(AIICi & S2) on the abscissa.

Tbe conventional designation of these quantities as Pr(hit) and

Pr(false alarm) seems inappropriate in the context of the present experi-

mental procedure and has been dropped 0 Six points in ROC space are defined

for each subject, representing three iso-bias functions and two sensitivity

levels, Tbe iso-bias functions are defined for Cl ' for C2 ' and for C
3

combined; the sensitivity levels are defined by type S
s

trials

and by type So trials. ROC plots are presented for individuals in

Figure 7 and for groups in Figure 8,

Tbe sensitivity estimates reported in Table 3 were obtained by com-

puting for each subject an estimate of 0 on trials with the two relevant

cues only and on trials with the two irrelev~nt cues only, Each of the

individual estimates was obtained by subtracting the observed value of

pr(AJ, IC i & S2)

4) •

from that of Pr(A_ ic. & Sl)
.L 1

for each cue (see Equation

In its simplest form, the theory under consideration makes the pre-

1diction that, for each group, the three points that represent trials of

lIn the evaluation of group data, it should be recalled that no
effort was made to equate subjects on the basis of sensitivity, so that
group homogeneity with respect to this variable cannot be assumed. How
ever, the random assignment procedure should produce groups comparable in
the mean and distribution of sensitivity. SensitiVity estimates from the
15-msec. practice trials do not differ significantly for groups, (F ~ 1.585,
df ~ 2, 45; P > .10)
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type S should fallon a common straight line wi th slope 1 and intercept
s

0; moreover, to the extent that the groups are initially comparable in

sensitivity, the intercept should be common across groups at asymptote,

In other words, the asymptotic estimates of 0 should not differ within

groups for relevant and irrelevant cues, nor should they differ between

groups. For the most part, these predictions are not realized, It is

readily observed from Figure 8 that, for each group, the two points con-

tributed by the relevant cues on type S trials can be reasonably fit
s

by a line with slope L A simple sign test was carried out by noting the

number of subjects for whom a line through these two observed points had

a slope greater than 1 and those for whom this line had a slope less than

1. This test did not approach significance either for the groups sep-

arately or when summed over all subj ects. However, estimates for the

relevant and irrelevant cues, ;R and 01' differ significantly

(p < .001, t-tests for paired replicates) for the 80 Group and for the

A A

90 Group, with 0
1

higher than 0H' For the 70 Group, the difference

is in the other direction, but does not attain a reliable level of sig-

nificance, as (.10> P> .05). Gro'Cl.p means of the various sensitivity

estimates are plotted in Figure 9, including a total sensitivity estimate,

aT' that was derived by weighting the t"o estimates for each subject by

his proportions of 01 and 02 choices. Sensitivity on those trials

with the relevant cues shows a clear decrease with increasing values of

TIL; there is some suggestion that sensitivity on trials with the irrele

vant cues is rising with increasing values of TIL' although the differ

ences between groups were not statistically significant. The suggestion

that the 7QGroup may exhibit higher sensitivity estimates for the

relevant cue trials than for the irrelevant cue trials is a somewhat
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unusual result that can be accommodated by no existing theory and thus

may be worthy of further experimental investigation"

Over-all sensitivity estimates were computed for the three groups

for each of the 22 blocks of 80 trials" There was no suggested trend of

long-term change in sensitivity for any of the three groups, nor was there

any consistent pattern for sensitivity within the individual experimental

sessions~

With the requirement that abandoned as untenable, the pro-

portions of Al responses to all cue and stimulus combinations were pre-

dieted for each subject, utilizing the previously obtained values of

and the individual estimates and In all, nine points are fit

for each subject with three estimated parameters. The predictions are

found in Table 3 and have been combined into the group A* predictions in

Table 6. The fits for individual subjects range from poor to good; the

fits of mean predicted to mean observed values for each group are viable,

but not impressive.

A prediction of the model is that points in ROC space representing

the same cue at different levels of sensitivity should fallon a linear

iso-bias function originating at (0,1)" A simple test for this relation-

ship in the data is achieved by constructing straight lines from the point

(0,1) ",
to the observed points for pr(Allcl & 80 )

If the iso-bias function is truly linear in the data, the points generated

trials with these cues should deviate from these lines only as aby 8 s

function of subject variance and experimental error" If the observed

points for type 8 s
trials fall outside of these lines (Le., towards

the boundaries of ROC space), the subject is optimizing more on signal



Table 6

Meanl Estimates and Predictions for Model 1

/', "" /\
Pr(All Ci&Sl) pr(A

I
IC i&S2) Pr(All Ci&SO)

A

Pred, Obs. Pred, Obs. Pred. Obs.Group <:p Cue

70 Group .783 1 .847 .820 ,468 ,428 .758 ,706

2 .616 .600 .238 .237 ,387 .422

3&4 ,720 .732 .366 .389 ,583 ,589

fu 80 Group .834 1 .879 ·919 .609 ,650 .843 .863

2 .476 .423 .207 .154 .289 .269

3&4 .749 .762 .384 .404 ·599 .611

90 Group .810 1 .938 .966 ,747 .776 ,925 ,878

2 ,304 .271 .111 .112 .140 .248

3&4 .784 ·793 .306 .315 .585 .588

1. All means in this table are based on those subjects

in each group for whom Model 1 estimation could be accomplished



than on blank trials (i,e" tending in the direction of maximizing his

probability of correct guessing by always guessing the more fre~uent event),

Should the points fall inside these lines, toward the center of ROC space,

the subject is exhibiting a tendency to optimize less on signal than on

blank trials, Each subject was assigned a score of 1 or 0: 1 if the points

for C
l

and C
2

fell outside their respective lines, and 0 if they fell

inside the lines, In cases where one of the points was inside its line

and the other outside its line, the score was determined by the deviation

of larger magnitude, measured perpendicular to the constructed line,

Chi-s~uares were computed separately for each group, with E ~ 8; their

P < ,01; moreover, these may be summed to a totaland

values, each with 1 df, were 4,4, and 9, yielding estimates of P < ,05

2X ~ 17, df ~ 3,

such that P < ,001, It may thus be concluded that the observed iso-bias

relationships do not follow the linear form that is predicted by the

model under consideration,

The Expanded Model

The fundamental notion underlying the formal specification of the

theoretical iso-bias function is both simple and intuitively satisfying:

if the subject does not achieve classification of the presented stimulus,

he guesses. The guessing probabilities should be independent of the

probability of achieving classification, Before the major concession of

abandoning this conception of the subject's behavior is made, it may

prove fruitful to examine the assumptions that were used to link the model

with the present experimental procedure, It was shown that the model can

be embodied in two matrices, representing the activation and decision



mechanisms. The decision matrix is merely a formal statement of the

·ideas about guessing that were presented informally above; the locus of

any proposed change to bring the model into line with the data while

preserving the guessing assumptions must therefore be the activation matrix.

One major assumption of the activation process was that presentation of

the 80 figure always leads to the ambiguous sensory state, sO" This

assumption seems somewhat less compelling in the context of the present

visual discrimination or recognition procedure than in the setting of

auditory signal detection, in which case blank trials are generated by

the presentation of noise alone, without a signaL The visual procedure

used always involved the presentation of a figure with no visual analogue

of auditory noise; it thus seems reasonable to suppose that active con-

fusion errors might occur in the activation process. An extended form

of the basic activation matrix, which does permit the occurrence of such

confusions, is given below;

sl s2 So

81 0(1 - ~) o~ 1 - 0

A 82 o~ 0(1 - ~) 1 - 0
=

80 L Oil 0i2
l-Oi -Oi

1 2

It is assumed that the confusabili ty relationship between 8
1

and 82

is transitive; i.e., the probability that 8
1

is erroneously identified

as 8
2

is the same as the probability that 82 is erroneously identified

as 8
1

, However, the probability of mistakenly identifying 8
0

need not be the same as that of mistakenly identifying

50

as

as

8 '
2'

8
.1

these



probabilities, a l and a
2

, depend on the position of So relative to

Sl and to S2 on the psychological dimension on which the stimuli are

judged. In applying the matrix above to the present experiment, the

simplifying assumption will be made that In this case, the

vectors for Sl and S2 figures are unchanged from the earlier matrix.

Combining these new assumptions with the unchanged decision matrix produces

a new performance matrix~

P.=:J.,n (1 - alp.
~,n

a + (1 - 0)(1 - p. )
~,n

l

This matrix may be specified by the equations:

L Pr(Al Ic. & Sl ) = a + (1 - alp.,ll l,n ,n ~ ,n

2. Pr(Al Ic. & S2 ) = (1 - alp. ;,n l,n ,n ~,n

3. Pr(Al Ic. & So ) = a + (1 - a l - a
2

)p.
,ll l,n ,n 1 ~ ,n

in addition, to evaluate a
2

,

(10)

lEven if not precisely valid, this assumption approximates the
clearly valid relationship for these figures, ~ < < (a ,a

2
). Moreover,

the assumption is supported by the results of previous ~xperimentation
with the figures that was mentioned earlier.
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According to this formulation, the proportions of A
l

responses on

So trials are a linear transformation of the underlying response biases

whenever (Xl f a or (X2 f a, One immediate implication for the present

analysis is that response biases are better estimated from S
s

than from

So trials, From Equations 1 and 2, an estimator can be developed that

is based on the observed response proportions on

viously obtained sensitivity estimates:

S
s

trials and the pre-

Sl) "" h(AllC i

2(1- ~)
(12)

Bias estimates obtained in this manner are presented for individual

subjects in Table 3; the means for groups are given in Table 40 These

bias estimates can be seen to deviate considerably from the observed

response proportions on So trials, as should be expected of either <Xl

or (X2 fa, A* bias estimates are presented in Table 5; these were com-
,

puted by taking the average of Pi These estimates also

differ from the comparable response proportions on So trials, but

correspond quite closely to the predicted response proportions when

averaged for those subjects for whom predictions were possible, The A*

bias estimates for entire groups are quite close to the nominal proba-

bility matching levels, so that the anomaly of undershooting the matching

values that was remarked earlier is resolved quite satisfactorily,

According to the new form of the model, the precise nature of the

iso-bias relationship will depend on the values of (Xl and (X2' In order

to assess the efficacy of the revised formulation in dealing with the

observed iso-bias relationships, it is 'thus necessary to obtain estimates
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of a
l

and a
2

, Such estimates were obtained for individual subjects

by use of an automatic digital computer; the procedure involved generating

trial values, independently, for a
l

and a
2

(values were generated in

steps of ,02, starting from ,00), predicting from the bias estimates, by

Equations 10 and 11, the values of pr(Allci & SO) for

combined with C4 ' and selecting the pair of values that yielded the

minimum sum of squares of deviations of observed from predicted values

for these three points, The means of these estimates and of the predicted

values are presented in Table 7; these means are for those subjects in

each group for which previous, or Modell, estimation was accomplished,

so that a direct comparison of the two mOdels can be made, On the whole,

Model 2 gives a superior account of these data; while a few points are

fit slightly better by Modell, the agreement of Model 2 with the data

points is strikingly closer in several instances, e,g" ~(AIIC2 & SO)

for the 90 Group, The apparent peculiarities of the observed iso-bias

relationships thus are completely accounted for by this formulation, for

Model 2 fits the So points quite 'well while encompassing exactly the

S points, a feature that should be borne in mind during a comparison
s

with Model I, It is true that two new parameters have been introduced,

using up degrees of freedom in the data and thus sacrificing prediction

for the gain in descriptive power, However, this need not be a necessary

drawback; the confusability parameters should be invariant for the same

subjects and stimulus materials (note that the three mean values for

" "a
l

and a
2

are not widely divergent), Simple scaling procedures could

be employed to provide confusability estimates, which might then be

carried as constants into a more complex experimental setting, such as

that of the present experiment,
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Table 7

Meanl Estimates for Model 2 and Predictions

for pr(A1lCi & So) from Modell and Model 2 Compared

Pr(A1Ici&so)

Bias
Group

A A Cue Est. Pred.l Pred.2 Obs.
~ 02

70 Group .199 .133 1 .696 .758 .678 .706

2 .371 .387 .431 .422

V1
3&4 .611 .583 .605 .589

·v

80 Group .112 .070 1 .862 .843 .834 .863

2 .305 .289 .294 .269

3&4 .631 ·599 .620 .611

90 Group .163 .094 1 ·922 .925 .871 .878

2 .140 .140 .248 .248

3&4 .612 .585 .606 .588

1. All means in this table are based on those subjects

in each group for whom Model 1 estimation could be accomplished



Latency Data

Mean latency scores for each group, and the variance of subject means

about the group mean they comprise, are presented in Table 8, Since no

theoretical structure is advanced for the treatment of latency data in

the present context, latency distributions for individual subjects were

not examined; thus the question of the extent to which a mean figure is

representative of the behavior of any individual subject in the situation

is left unanswered. Nonetheless, it is of interest to take note of some

of the quite regular aspects of the mean data. For convenience, these are

combined in T8ble 9 into dominant responses, A*, and counter-dominant

responses, A-, to the relevant cues. One of the more striking features

of these data is the extent to which the cue is dominant over the stimulus

as a determinant of latency; A* responses are more rapid than A responses,

even when A* errors are compared with A- correct responses. The dif-

ference between A* and A- latencies increases consistently with n l ,

as A* times decrease while A times increase, The sale exception

to this pattern is in the case of A- error responses on type Ss
trials;

here the differences between groups are small and seemingly unordered. A

possible implication to be drawn from this pattern of results is that

response biases are activated before stimulation; the preselected response

is then either released or inhibited as a function of stimulus processing.

Kinchla et al (1966) were able to account for their latency data

by assuming that observed latencies are realizations of a random variable

T if the unambiguous sensory state is achieved or of a random variable
u

T if the ambiguous sensory state is reached; they found no differences
a

in latency for the different cues. Such a formulation is clearly inadequate

for the present data, which shows latencies that are highly dependent on

the cues.
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Table 8

Asymptotic Latency Data: Means (in Seconds) for Groups, and

Variances of Individual Means within Each Group

Cue Stirn. Resp. Mean Var. Mean Var • Mean Var.

1 1 1 •746 .013 .660 .020 .628 .030

1 1 2 .947 .027 .899 .082 1.083 .085

1 2 1 .822 .023 ;768 .034 .653 .064

1 2 2 .853 .013 •':113 .058 1.052 .049

1 0 1 .782 .013 .689 .025 .649 .036

1 0 2 .904 .016 .922 .046 .968 .028

2 1 1 .883 .019 .876 .07] 1.033 .074

2 1 2 .838 .027 .747 .048 .719 .089

2 2 1 .921 .013 .958 .059 .833 .ll2

2 2 2 .T/4 .Oll .695 .023 .647 .034

2 0 1 .876 .024 .922 .062 .939 .061

2 0 2 .822 .015 .741 .034 .704 .055

]&4 1 1 .Til .008 .828 .043 .846 .022

]&4 1 2 .868 .023 .13'(8 .065 .938 .044

3&4 2 1 .C(94 .012 .810 .085 .898 .037

3&4 2 2 ,'(92 .008 .8(,2 .032 .852 .015

3&4 0 1 .799 .008 .921 .093 .891 .036

3&4 0 2 .866 .029 .915 .043 .986 .057



Table 9

Mean Latencies (in seconds) of Dominant (A*)

and Counter-dominant (A-) Responses to

Relevant Cues on Signal (S )
s

and No-s~gnal (So) Trials

70 Group 80 Group 90Group

S , Correct: A* .760 .678 .638s

A
- .868 .924 1.042

S Error: A* .830 .758 .686
s,

A- .934 .928 .958

SO: A* .802 .715 .676

A
- .890 .922 .954
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The observing response data that "'v-ere presented above appear to con

trovert an established phenomenon in a bizarre fashion. It is clear that

any simple theoretical structure whicb postulates correctness of the Ak

choice as the primary reinforcing event will be inconsistent with these

data; this is true whether the correct response is the result of a detection

or of a correct guess. For this reason, no theoretical analysis of the

observing choice data was attempted.

In a postexperimental interview, the subjects for the most part were

able to estimate ~uite well the overall degree of relationship between

cue and feedback events. However, they also typically reported extreme

boredom and a search for se~uential dependencies and patterns of cue events.

Virtually every subject indicated, when asked, that his behavior would

have been different had payment been made explicitly on the basis of the

total number of correct responses.

Atti tudes toward the experiment that were expressed during the inter

views suggest a possible account of the observing-choice data: The effec

tive primary motivation of the subjects may have been a desire to under

stand and to master all of the contingencies of the situation. Such an

interpretation seems generally consistent '",ith observed aspects of the

data. As "1 becomes higher, less attention and energy are devoted to

the relevant cues because they are more and more predictable, The stronger

relationships between cue and feedback are more obvious and more consis

tent for the subject; thus by the expenditure of minimal effort he is able



to predict the correct response for these cues; this is reflected by the

decreased sensitivity and the decreased response latencies for the domi

nant responses on the relevant cues. The increasing concern for the

irrelevant cues that is evidenced by the groups with the higher values

of 1(1 is suggestive of the preference for complex, novel, and uncertain

stimuli that is reported by Berlyne (1960, 1966). The general tendency

to perseverate on an observing choice without regard for the trial outcome

suggests a search for sequential patterns and dependencies, This proposed

general account of these results is of necessity speculative and ad ~oc;

however, it is subject to experimental verification and suggests studies

to determine the conditions under which the more traditional observing

response result is likely to be obtained, and those under which the present

result is likely to appear, The variables that presumably should be impor

tant in this respect would seem to be primarily the motivating instructions

and payoff conditions under which the subject is to operate,

One of the more important results of the study is the observed

difference in sensitivity estimates for the relevant and irrelevant cues,

as a function of 1(1' This result is not necessarily incompatible with

the data of Kinchla et al (1966), as their extreme cue-feedback depend-

ency was only ,75, and no significant difference in sensitivity was found

for the present 70 Group, The dependency of sensitivi ty' on the cues

suggests a theory of variable sensitivity proposed by Atkinson (1963).

In simplified terms, the basic postulates of the theory are as follows:

1. Under given conditions of stimulation, each individual has some

upper bound on information processing, which is imposed by the physiological

structures involved,
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2, Because of the expenditure of effort involved, the maximum possible

sensitivity is seldom utilized by an individual, Effective sensitivity is

the maximum weighted by a fraction which summarizes the effects of moti

vational variables in the situation,

3, In a typical experimental setting, the motivational variable may

be comprised of several factors, Some of these are relatively stable,

such as instruction-produced motivation, general desire to do well, to

please the experimenter, and the like, Other aspects may vary from trial

to trial; in particular, a negative feedback mechanism is proposed that

lowers the weighting fraction when a success is obtained, and raises it

when an error is experienced,

This theory seems ~uite appropriate for the data of the present

study if we add the assumption that the success histories of the various

cues are tracked independently, It would then be expected that the nega

tive feedback mechanism should lower the mean sensitivity level as the

correlation between cue and feedback is increased, and the error rate for

that cue correspondingly decreased, A formal detailed fit of the theory

to the data represents an undertaking beyond the scope of the present

discussion,

Another aspect of the data which is of interest is the asymptotic

response bias associated with the relevant cues, Despite the overall

preference for the A
l

response, the mean bias values were found to

approach ~uite closely the predicted probability matching values, For

two of the groups, slight overshooting was observed; this result is not

unusual for experiments that involve a very long series of trials,
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Yet another important aspect of the data is the observed form of the

iso-bias functions; these departed significantly from the form predicted

by the simple version of the model under consideration. However, it was

demonstrated that this deviation can be adequately accounted for by an

expansion of the model which allows confusion errors to occur on So

trials. In this analysis, the bias values underlying the observed response

proportions are seen to satisfy the requirement of the theory. The objec

tive of demonstrating concurrent differential response biases at multiple

sensitivity levels thus has been achieved.

All in all, the rather simple model of behavior in a forced-choice

psychophysical experiment has met with remarkable success in its general

ization to the rather complex conditions of the present experiment. The

original assumptions about the nature of the activation process proved

to be oversimplified and required expansion; this is not surprising in

light of the change from auditory signal detection procedures to visual

recognition or discrimination procedure. Future experiments of the latter

sort need only employ pre-scaled stimulus items for the model to enjoy for

this situation the predictive power that is currently available to

it in the case of auditory signal detection.

Typically enough, mean predictions for groups were found to be

superior to the predictions for individual subjects within the groups.

Nonetheless, the ordinal predictions for individuals were consistently

accurate. It is suggested that the complexity of the experimental situ

ation may accentuate subject variability and allow for the operation of

uncontrolled extraneous variables which contribute to experimental error.

This complexity is justified by the richness of the data in terms of the

number of concurrently observed points, or measures.
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APPENDIX A

The following instructions were read by the sUbjects and also delivered

verbally by the experimenter at the beginning of the experiment:

"This experiment is supported by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration as an investigation of several aspects of human information

processing and decision making in a difficult judgement situation, The

experimental data will form the basis of my doctoral dissertation in

experimental psychology.

Two people normally will run at the same time during each session;

the particular pairings are unimportant and may change from day to day.

It is extremely important that you avoid not only talking, but all verbal

exclamations during the experiment and also refrain from discussing the

experiment either with your partner or with any other participant between

sessions.

The experiment involves five sessions, on consecutive days, of no

more than One hour each. The base pay for completion of this series is

$7.50. In addition a bonus of $2.00 is routinely offered to each partici

pant who misses no sessions, complies with the instructions, and maintains

a reasonably high level of performance throughout all five sessions.

This apparatus is used for presenting brief visual displays and

recording your responses to them. Behind the eyepiece is a screen, where

you can now see a circle of light in which the displays will appear.

Every display that you will see during the experiment will be in the form

of a letter "X"; your task will be to decide which angles of the "X"
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are wider, those at the top and bottom or those at the sides, You will

indicate your decisions by pressing the button that is marked with the

appropriate exaggerated form,

Today you are first going to run through a series of trials of the

following format: you will hear a click on the intercom unit, immediately

after which a display will be flashed on the screen inside the bright

circle. You will then be allowed a total of two seconds to indicate your

decision as to which of the two alternative display forms was shown. You

are required to press one of the two buttons on every trial, regardless

of how confident you feel in your judgement, This is very important.

At the end of the two seconds, a light will appear in one of the two

upper corners of the screen, on the same side as the correct response

button for that trial. If this light is on the same side as the button

you pushed, you will know that you were correct on that trial. The inform

ative light will stay on for 1,5 seconds, after which the next trial will

begin immediately.

Please do not rest your fingers on the response buttons; touch them

o~y when actually making a response, then press quickly and firmly.

Since trials are run in darkness, you will need some way of locating the

buttons. It is thus suggested that you always use the same finger for

responding and rest it on the dividing strip between the two buttons in

the period between responses.

If you feel that it is necessary to communicate with me during an

experimental session, you may simply speak into the intercom unit; other

wise, do not talk at all,
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Smoking is not permitted in the experimental room."

The following instructions were delivered verbally by the experi

menter at the end of the 80 practice trials:

"You should now have a reasonably good idea of what is involved in

this basic form of the judgement task you have been performing. For the

duration of the experiment the procedure will be slightly more complex.

You must now initiate each trial by pressing one of the two unmarked

buttons on the left side of the paneL This will cause one of four colored

lights to appear at the top of the screen. I have turned them all on so

that you can see what they look like.

The trial will not start until you (both) have made this preliminary

choice response. Once this has happened, the rest of the trial will pro

ceed normally. Your signal that it is time to make the preliminary choice

to start the next trial is the termination of the informative light and

the colored light from the preceding trial.

The colored lights that follow the preliminary choice may provide

you with information useful to assist you in making the correct response."
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